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Abstract
For editors and manuscript editors, the romanization of Korean characters is a topic that 
should be understood thoroughly, because Korean proper nouns have become more wide-
ly used worldwide due to phenomena such as Hallyu (the Korean wave). In this report, I 
describe the 2 major romanization systems used in Korea: the Korean government’s ro-
manization system and the McCune-Reischauer system. I also describe the transliteration 
guidelines presented in a variety of reference styles, such as the CSE (Council of Science 
Editors), ACS (American Chemical Society), AMA (American Medical Association), APA 
(American Psychological Association), IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers) styles and the NLM (National Library of Medicine) style guide. I found that 2 jour-
nals have adopted the Korean government’s romanization system, while 10 use the Mc-
Cune-Reischauer system. Other journals do not specifically mention a romanization sys-
tem. Editors should select a romanization system and use it consistently. When presenting 
a reference that includes romanized text, the journal’s house style should be followed, 
based on international reference citation styles. Chinese characters in documents pub-
lished in Korea should be romanized according to the Korean pronunciation.
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Introduction

For Korean researchers, romanizing Korean characters is mandatory when submitting their re-
search findings to international journals in languages that use Roman characters, such as Eng-
lish, German, French, and Spanish. Moreover, editors of international journals should provide 
guidelines for the romanization of non-Roman characters, such as Arabic, Greek, Russian, 
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. In particular, scholarly journal editors in Korea should com-
prehend the romanization system of Korean characters because geographic features, cultural 
properties, man-made structures, administrative units, proper names such as personal names 
and those of companies, historical government posts, and historical publications should be de-
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scribed in Roman characters, not only in the main text but 
also in the references section. Therefore, in this article, I 
would like to present 2 romanization systems used for Korean 
characters and to discuss reference citation styles for publica-
tions. Although this information has already been published 
in a variety of style books and websites, this will be a helpful 
guideline for editors to study in a more intensive manner. 

Common Questions from Editor Colleagues 

I sometimes receive the following questions on the romaniza-
tion of Korean:
1.  There are 2 kinds of romanization used in Korea: one is the 

McCune-Reischauer system invented in 1939, and the oth-
er is the 2000 edition of Revised Romanization of Korean 
(the Korean government’s Romanization). Which roman-
ization standard should a science editor select?

2.  If a document has in Koran only, should it be presented 
with only romanization or with both romanization and 
English translation in the references section?

3.  If a document is in Chinese characters and was published 
in China or Japan, how should it be romanized?

4.  If a document is in Chinese characters and was published 
in Korea, how should it be romanized? 

I would like to answer these questions according to present 
standards and common sense. 

Two Ways to Romanize Korean Characters

One method of romanization was promulgated as a regula-
tion by the Korean government in 2000 [1]. The basic princi-
ple of this regulation is as follows: first, romanization is based 
on standard Korean pronunciation; second, symbols other 
than standard Roman letters are avoided to the greatest extent 
possible. This method does not precisely reflect the pronunci-
ation of Korean characters, but does reflect reciprocal translit-
eration between Korean and English. Therefore, vowels are 
transcribed using a set of characters shared with English. Ad-
ditionally, consonants are transcribed in a fixed form, except 
ㄱ, ㄷ, ㅂ, and ㄹ.  
 Another very commonly used method of romanization is 
the McCune-Reischauer system [2]. It is believed that at all 
international journals outside of Korea, the romanization of 
Korean characters follows this system. Furthermore, most so-
cial science and arts and humanities journals published in an 
English-language only format in Korea have also adopted the 
McCune-Reischauer system. However, exceptions include the 
Journal of Educational Evaluation for Health Professions and 
Korea Journal (ISSN 0023-3900). Those 2 journals follow the 
Korean government’s guidelines. The Journal of Educational 

Evaluation for Health Professions published the following edi-
torial comment [3]:

  For the romanization of Korean characters, all terms are 
spelled out according to the Korean Government Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism’s Notice of Regulation 2000-8 (July 
7, 2000) available from http://www.korean.go.kr/.  

  Manuscript style regulations
 P lease use the McCune-Reischauer system as the primary 

system to romanize Korean-language names and terms.

 Other journals that have announced that they use the Mc-
Cune-Reischauer system are listed in Table 1. It is difficult to 
find journals that have clearly indicated the method for ro-
manizing Korean characters, except for the 10 journals pre-
sented in Table 1. As most journals have adopted the Mc-
Cune-Reischauer system, the reason why there is no clear in-
dication about romanization is believed to be that the Mc-
Cune-Reischauer system is most generally accepted world-
wide. 
 The most important differences between the Korean gov-
ernment’s romanization system and the McCune-Reischauer 
system are as follows: first, the latter system introduced spe-
cial symbols to indicate the pronunciation of Korean vowels 
more precisely. For example, there are no English vowels pro-
nounced similarly to ㅓ and ㅡ. Therefore, they are transliter-
ated as ŏ and ŭ. The consonants ㅋ, ㅌ, and ㅍ are transliter-
ated as k’, t’, and p’. However, the former system does not in-
troduce any special symbols; therefore, ㅓ and ㅡ are tran-
scribed as eo and eu. Second, the latter system more closely 
reflects real pronunciation. In particular, it differentiates 
voiceless sounds and voiced sounds straightforwardly. 가다 
can be written as kada. However, in the former system it is 
written as gada. ㄱ in 가 is a voiceless sound. Therefore, the 
latter system indicates the exact pronunciation; kada is better, 
because k is a voiceless sound, while g is a voiced sound. The 
same point applies to the distinct between t (a voiceless 
sound) and d (a voiced sound). The major problem in the 
McCune-Reischauer system is that the special symbols are 
difficult to use with an ordinary keyboard. The symbols ŏ and 
ŭ must be typed after searching for symbols in the extended 
Latin character group. Doing this is very difficult in real-
world conditions, meaning that these 2 special symbols are 
often written simply as o and u. Of course, some confusion 
will arise if o is used for both ㅓ and ㅗ, because o corre-
sponds to the vowel ㅗ in Korean. The value of the McCune-
Reischauer system is limited when special symbols are omit-
ted. 
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Reference Styles

This section presents an explanation of how to romanize Ko-
rean according to various reference styles.

Council of Science Editors style
In the eighth edition of Scientific style and format [4], Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards were 
introduced for the romanization of Korean in a document en-
titled “Information and documentation: transliteration of Ko-
rean script into Latin characters. ISO/TR 11941:1996.” How-
ever, this document has been withdrawn. It is difficult to de-
termine why it was withdrawn. I can think of 2 possible rea-
sons. First, no agreement exists between the South and North 
Korean governments regarding this standard. Second, the Ko-
rean government proposed another system in 2000, which is 
very distinct from the previously well-known McCune-Reis-
chauer system. Council of Science Editors (CSE) also intro-
duced the American Library Association and Library of Con-
gress (ALA-LC) Romanization Tables, first drafted in 1997, 
which remains widely used with updates. This system contin-
ues to follow the McCune-Reischauer system of romanizing 
Korean, with certain exceptions. CSE does not permit journal 
title abbreviations of romanized words from Korean. No ex-
ample of romanized Korean is presented, either in the text or 
in the end-references.  
 Usage in end-references depends on which system of refer-
ence is adopted: citation-sequence, name-year, or citation-
name. The citation-name system is almost the same as the ci-

tation-sequence system, but the cited articles are arrayed in 
the end-references according to the author’s name, not the or-
der of appearance in the main text. The citation-sequence 
system is used in American Medical Association (AMA) style, 
the National Library of Medicine (NLM) style guide, and In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) style, 
while the name-year system is used in American Psychologi-
cal Association (APA) style. 

American Chemical Society style
This guide does not provide any information on the roman-
ization of Korean. There is a mention of Korean surnames. In 
American Chemical Society (ACS) style, the citation-se-
quencing or name-year system can be used according to the 
journal’s policy. Most journals adopt the citation-sequence 
system, and journal articles can be listed as below after ro-
manization according to the McCune-Reischauer system:

 Author’s example
  맹광호. 한국의 공중보건 1 세기. 의사학 1999, 8, 127-36.
 M aeng, K.H. Hangugŭi kongjungbogŏn 1 segi [One hun-

dred years’ history of public health activities in Korea]. 
Korean J Med Hist 1999, 8, 127-36.

AMA style
In this style guide, there is no mention of the romanization of 
Korean characters. There is only one statement that if any 
words are romanized from a non-Roman alphabet, they 
should be italicized. Moreover, there is no example of roman-

Table 1. Ten journal titles which announced the romanization system as McCune-Reischauer system   

Journal title Publisher Country of 
publisher URL address

Asia-Pacific Journal of Social Quality Korean Association of Converging Humanities Korea http://www.converging.eu/ForContributors/01.php

International Journal of Korean History Korea University Center for Korean Research Korea https://ijkh.khistory.org/authors/authors.php

International Journal of Martial Arts Kyung Hee University, Korea Korea http://www.injoma.com/sub05.htm

Journal of Korean Literature and Culture Harvard University US https://www.abebooks.com/9780988692800/Azales-
Journal-Korean-Literature-Culture-0988692805/plp

Journal of Korean Studies University of California, Los Angeles US http://www.international.ucla.edu/korea/publications/
journal

The Journal of Korean Studies Columbia University US http://jks.weai.columbia.edu/submission-guidelines

Korean Journal for Han Character and 
 Classical Written Language Education 

Korean Association for Han Character and 
 Classical Written Language Education 

Korea http://www.studyhanja.net/html/sub3_03.html

Korean Journal for Religious Education Korean Association for Religious Education Korea http://www.kasre.or.kr/html/sub03_02.asp

Korean Studies University of Hawaii Press US http://www.hawaii.edu/korea/pages/Publications/
guidelines.pdf

Pacific Affairs British Columbia University Canada http://www.pacificaffairs.ubc.ca/submissions/roman-
ization-guide/
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ized Korean, either in the text or in end-references [5]. Below 
is the author’s example of an end-reference:
 M aeng KH. Hangugŭi kongjungbogŏn 1 segi [One hun-

dred years’ history of public health activities in Korea]. 
Korean J Med Hist 1999;8:127-36.

NLM style guide
This guide also follows the ALA-LC Romanization Table for 
Korean. Of the various reference guides, it provides the most 
precise example of the romanization of Korean, as follows [6]:

  For a journal title in a non-roman alphabet: romanize (write 
in the roman alphabet) titles in Cyrillic, Greek, Arabic, He-
brew, or Korean or in a character-based language (Chinese, 
Japanese). A good authority for romanization is the ALA-
LC Romanization Tables [7] for example.

 T aehan Kan Hakhoe Chi. Seoul (Korea): Taehan Kan Hak-
hoe. Vol. 1, 1995 - Vol. 9, No. 4, Dec 2003. Korean.

  It is not NLM practice, but you may translate journal titles 
in character-based languages for example, Korean Journal 
of Hepatology. Seoul (Korea): Taehan Kan Hakhoe. Vol. 1, 
1995 - Vol. 9, No. 4, Dec 2003. Korean

  Provide an English translation after the original language 
or romanized title when possible; place translations in 
square brackets.

 A uthor’s example of a book from “이남희,『조선후기 잡과

중인 연구』, 이회, 2000.”
 L ee NH. Chosŏn hugi chapkkwa-chung-in yŏngu [A study 

of Chapkwa-Chungin in the late chosŏn Period]. Ihoei, 
2000. 

 It is not mandatory to add a translated title after the ro-
manized title; however, it is better if possible to facilitate a 
clear understanding of the meaning of the romanized Korean 
text. If a journal article is cited, the author’s example is given:
 M aeng KH. Hangugŭi kongjungbogŏn 1 segi [One hun-

dred years’ history of public health activities in Korea]. 
Ŭisahak. 1999;8(2):127-36.

 In the NLM style guide, if the official title of the journal is 
not in English, the original journal title is romanized; there-
fore, Ŭisahak is used instead of the Korean Journal of Medical 
History. 

APA style 
APA style also uses the McCune-Reischauer system for the 
romanization of Korean [8,9]. Therefore, it is recommended 
to refer to ALA-LC Romanization Tables [7]. APA style de-

scribes the romanization of Korean more specifically than 
other styles.

 Translation of title
 C h’ae Paek. (2008). Kŭndae Minjokchuŭi ŭi hyŏngsŏng 

kwa kaehwagi ch’ulp’an [Emergence of nationalism and 
publishing during the Enlightenment period in modern 
Korea]. Han’gukŏllon chŏngbo hakpo, 41, 7-40.

 Aauthor’s example
 M aeng Kwang Ho. (1999). Hangugŭi kongjungbogŏn 1 

segi [One hundred years’ history of public health activi-
ties in Korea]. Uisahak, 8, 127-36.

 Inclusion of Korean script or Chinese characters
 H an Paek-kyŏm 韓百謙. (1982). Tongguk chiri chi東國地

理志 [Geographic records of the Eastern Kingdom]. 
Seoul: Iljogak.

IEEE style 
This system contains no specific guidance for the romaniza-
tion of Korean [10]. It stated that for guidance in grammar 
and usage not included in that manual, the Chicago manual of 
style, published by the University of Chicago Press, should be 
consulted. Therefore, the following example based on the Chi-
cago manual of style can be used [11].

 Book example 
 K ang Ubang 姜友邦, Wŏnyung kwa chohwa:Han’guk kodae 

chogaksa ŭi wŏlli 圓融과調和: 韓國古代彫刻史의 原理 
[Synthesis and harmony: Principle of the history of an-
cient Korean sculpture] (Seoul: Yŏrhwadang, 1990), 190-
197.

 Journal example
 H an, T’aesik 韓泰植. “Kyŏnghŭng ŭi saengae e kwanhan 

chae koch’al” 憬興의 生涯에 관한 재고찰[Re-examina-
tion of the life of Kyŏnghŭng]. Pulgyo hakpo 佛敎學報 
28 (1991): 187-213. 

How to Romanize Korean and How to Cite in the 
End-references

First, the editor should declare which system he or she will 
choose: the 2000 Korean government’s system or the 1939 
McCune-Reischauer system. This decision is up to the editor. 
However, if a journal is related to geography or military stud-
ies, the McCune-Reischauer system is recommended. The 
Korean Army cannot help but use the McCune-Reischauer 
system because the United States Army uses this system. If 
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there are differences in the terminology used for geographic 
features, cultural properties, man-made structures, and ad-
ministrative units between 2 countries’ armies, it will become 
difficult to execute military operations together. They should 
use the same map with the same names of geographic and 
other features. Second, the reference style should be the jour-
nal’s house style. Therefore, the editor should clarify the style 
in the instructions to authors. If it is clearly stated, authors 
and manuscript editors should use the selected style. 

Romanization of Chinese Characters in Korean

Chinese characters have been used in written Korean-lan-
guage sources from the early period of Korean history, for 
more than 2000 years. To this day, it is common to find Chi-
nese characters in Korean documents. Chinese characters are 
romanized according to the Korean pronunciation. For exam-
ple, “김부식金富軾. 삼국사기三國史記, 1145” can be roman-
ized as follows according to NLM style: Kim BS. Samguksagi 
[History of three kingdoms]. [publisher unknown]. 1145.
 If a document is in Chinese characters and was published 
in China or Japan, romanization usually follows the Pinyin 
romanization standard if published in China [7], and the 
Kunrei-shiki romanization if published in Japan. Because this 
is another topic, it should be dealt with in another piece [12]. 

How to Treat the 2 Systems of Romanization of 
Korean

Both for novice editors and experienced editors, romanization 
is not simple. Editors should understand the 2 systems used at 
present in Korea. If manuscript editors can help other editors, 
this issue can be solved without difficulty. Why did the Kore-
an government not propose the ISO standard for the roman-
ization of Korean? This is a very difficult topic, because when 
the Korean government revised the system in 2000, essential 
members participating in the revision process did not hear 
voices from foreign countries. Many scholars on Korean stud-
ies throughout the world were disappointed at that time. I, as 
an editor, also opposed and presented an opposing opinion at 
the public hearing; however, they did not listen to me. I 
strongly suggest that special symbols can be omitted in every-
day life. Another problem is the issue of agreement with the 
North Korean government, because Korean is also the official 
language of North Korea. Unfortunately, I suppose that dis-
crepancies of this sort will not be resolved in the foreseeable 
future. Outside of Korea, the McCune-Reischauer system still 
prevails among international journals. Editors should select a 
single style. Oh [13] stated that for cataloging in libraries in 
Korea, adopting the Korean government’s system of roman-

ization may cause confusion in information retrieval systems. 
However, 10 years later, in libraries in Korea, in cataloging, 
most librarians follow the Korean government’s system. 
 
Conclusion

To facilitate a more accurate understanding of the romaniza-
tion of Korean, editors and manuscript editors should under-
stand the 2 systems used in Korea: the Korean government’s 
romanization system and the McCune-Reischauer system. An 
editor should select one of these systems and use it consis-
tently. In terms of presenting romanized text, the journal’s 
house style should be followed, based on international refer-
ence citation styles such as the CSE, ACS, AMA, APA, and 
IEEE styles and the NLM style guide. Chinese characters in 
documents published in Korea should be romanized accord-
ing to the Korean pronunciation. For a more detailed under-
standing, the list of references provided herein will be useful.
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